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Geocode
Enhance your location databases by adding latitude and longitude coordinates 

WinPure’s Geocode solution associates a latitude and longitude 
coordinate to an address location, further enhancing the precision 
and value to any geospatially-aware application. 

Our single, easy-to-integrate API for all countries enables us to 
offer flexible deployment options –on-premises, cloud or private 

cloud – to meet our partners and customers’ specific implementation 
requirements.  We are a partner-first organization, focused primarily 
on supporting our partners’ sales forces through flexible licensing 
models and designated support and account management teams. 
We strive to make it easy to do business with GBG WinPure.

� Enables locations to be displayed on a map or
passed to GIS applications

�  Adds geocodes to premise-level in 120
countries worldwide, including point-level
(rooftop) geocoding in 60 countries

�  Adds geocodes to city centroid positions for
over 240 countries

Geocode 

� Geocode associates a latitude and longitude
coordinate to a specific address location

Geocode
GBG WinPure’s Geocode solution will 
append digital latitude and longitude 
data to addresses, augmenting location 
datasets with the most accurate and up-
to-date geospatial information.

�  Adds latitude and longitude coordinates to
worldwide postal addresses

�  Provides input for location-based services (LBS)
applications

Reverse Geocode

� Reverse Geocode identifies locations nearest to
a latitude and longitude coordinate

Key Benefits

Key Features

572 Thistle Ave Columbus 
OH 43230-4868

Latitude: 40.038690 
Longitude: -82.896560



Address Verification

WinPure’s Address Verification solution contains 
location reference data from over 240 countries and 
territories, offering unrivaled parsing, auto-complete, 
transliteration and standardization for global address 
datasets 

Postal Certification

Certified data processing for postal 
authority-approved address verification in the U.S., 
Canada and Australia

E-mail Verification

WinPure’s solution will ensure email addresses 
are active and flag disposable or role account 
addresses

Reverse Geocode
GBG WinPure’s Reverse Geocode solution 
identifies locations nearest to a latitude 
and longitude coordinate, enabling 
increased reliability of the location data. 
Even when addresses are unavailable, our 
Reverse Geocoding feature provides 
corresponding addresses for geolocation 
queries

Contact us today to discuss your requirements and 
receive a quote from our Professional Services team.

Related 
Products

Latitude: 40.038690 
Longitude: -82.896560

572 Thistle Ave 
Gahanna OH 43230 
0.000000 meters away

566 Thistle Ave 
Gahanna Oh 43230 
16.806248 meters away

576 Thistle Ave 
Gahanna Oh 43230 
16.924073 meters away

Deployment Options
Flexible deployment methods that fit any technical environment   

On-Premises 

� GBG WinPure engine installed on
end user server

� Purchase transactions or 12-month
subscription

Cloud 

� WinPure hosted cloud accessed via 
REST API

� On-demand service

� No infrastructure cost

� Purchase transactions

Private Cloud

� Host WinPure’s engine locally from a 
web server

� Access via internally hosted web service

� Purchase transactions or 12-month 
subscription




